
1. Nature of Work Recovery of Kidnapped Girl With The Help Of Police 

Frineds. 

2. Name Success Story of detection of Kidnapped Girl. 

3.  District Thane Rural 

4. Police Station Vasind Police Station 

5. Date of Good Work Done 09/12/2015 

6. Brief of the work done :- As per your guidelines we have appointed Police Friend 4 

to 5 in every village and now near about we have appointed 200 Police Friend in the 

proximity. 

 We have guided them to report any illegal activity in and around their 

proximity to the Police Station or to the Police Staff immediately by phone. As well 

as if any crime in being reported to the Police Station we inform about it to the 

Police Friend and request them to provide any information regarding the crime to the 

Police Station. If any serious crime occurs in the village we guide the Police Friend 

to keep watch on the activities in the village regarding keeping law and order in the 

village. We are organizing various events in the village regarding awareness to keep 

law and order in the village. 

 On dt.06.12.2015 a complaint is being lodged that Tanaji Dagadu Tarmale 

R/o. village Shere whose daughter name Tejasvini, age 17 yrs. is being kidnapped 

by an unknown person with some unknown reason. The complaint is being 

registered under Reg. No. 47/15 IPC 363 dt.09.12.2015 at 00.30. We immediately 

intimated to the Police Friend in village Shere regarding the incident and guided 

them to trace the information regading the girl and kindnapper. With the help of 

Police Friend and Police Staff 1) PSI RaghunathKalake 2) P. N. 2259 D. S. Jadhav 

3) P. C. 3342 A. J. Shete, 4) P. C. 3274 D. L. Ingole, 5) P. C. 1219 Y. B. Nirmal we 

traced regarding the information about the girl and came to know that the girl is 

staying at LalChowki, Kalyan. We immediately took the custody of the girl safely 

handed over her to her parents and thus finished the investigation. It is being finally 

observed that the girl left the house in anger just due to some family dispute. 

 
 


